UPPER MOUNTING ASSEMBLY

TERMATE ALL INCOMING AND OUTGOING CABLES ON TERMINAL STRIP INSIDE FINAL CAP

UPPER MOUNTING BRACKET

204 HOLES DRILLED AND TAPPED FOR PASSAGE OF CABLES VIA CABLE GLANDS

FOR VSLS MOUNTING ARRANGEMENT, REFER TO STANDARD DRAWING TC-2270

VSLS

TOPS POST - FRONT ELEVATION 1:20

VIEW A 1:20
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DATA COMMUNICATIONS CABLE
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NOTES

1. COMMUNICATIONS AND POWER CABLES BETWEEN SANTRY AND SIGN TO BE RUN INSIDE WEATHERPROOF FLEXIBLE CONDUIT WITH MATCHING WEATHERPROOF GLANDS

2. UPPER MOUNTING ASSEMBLY SHALL PROVIDE A MINIMUM OF 6 No. 6mm TERMINALS FOR POWER CABLES

3. UPPER MOUNTING ASSEMBLY SHALL PROVIDE A MINIMUM OF 10 No. 3.5mm TERMINALS FOR COMMUNICATIONS CABLES

STANDARD DRAWING

ELECTRICAL AND COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK

VSLS POLE WIRING - TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT